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Chapter I 
Introduction 
1) Statement of the P roblem 
If an optical system has spherical aberration, the image of an ob-
ject formed by this system cannot be perfectly formed on a single focal 
plane , since the rays through the system focus at different positions on 
the optical axis depending upon the point of departure of the rays from 
the exit pupil. The intersection of the axial and marginal rays with the 
optical axis being termed the paraxial and marginal foci respectively. 
Within this spread there obviously exists a "best" focal plane. This 
term "best" focus has received considerable attention in the literature 
and one thing seems clear; no one definition will fit all purposes. "Best" 
focus, in this paper will be precisely defined in terms of the type of ob-
ject and purpose of the instrument. The location of best focus is theo-
retically calculated from the transfer function previously obtained by 
G . P arrent. 1 In addition, the flexibility in focusing will be determined 
by the steepness of the quality factor curves in the neighborhood of their 
maxima . 
Many experimental and theoretical investigations about the location 
and character of best focus for a point source have been presented for 
the past 50 years . 
The problem has been treated by geometrical optics for an optical 
system with large aberration. Two criteria "least circle of confusion" 
and "radius of gyration" (Gauss ' criterion) are usually employed. Least 
circle of confusion is defined by the circle of light in between paraxial and 
1 
marginal foci whose diameter is minimum. The radius of gyration cri-
terion is defined by minimizing the integral J "'' I)Jfz.Js wh ere -\ . is the 
light intensity distribution in the image and .J is radial distance of the 
intensity ;_ from the point of intersection of the optical axis and the 
image plane in q uestion. 
A recent criterion due to Marechal2 indicates that the position of 
best focus is where the r . m . s·. deviation of the wave front from a ref-
erence sphere is a minimum . This criterion, however , is valid only 
for small aberrations. 
Kuwahara 3 employed the method of test patterns to find the best 
focus experimentally which agrees with his theoretical calculation using 
one of his criterion. The criterion he used is equivalent to the terms 
••correlation quality•• which is originally defined by Linfoot4 and will be 
p resented in II-1 in detail. 
However, his theoretical conclusion states that for the region of more 
than 2. 25 wave length of aberration the best focus lies away from the 
.-L. ( _S.6)..,)z. . . \: 16 A wh e r e A 1s the spher1-paraxial to the marginal foci by about 
cal aberration in units of .\ and that for small spherical aberration be -
low th is limit he simply stated that the best focus lies midway between 
the marginal and paraxial foci . 
Sayanagi , 5 meanwhile , employed the method of transfer function for 
the region of spherical aberration greater than 2 ~ assuming that the 
transfer function can be obtained from only geometrical optics for the 
region. 
2 
Both Kuwahara and Sayanagi also investigated cases where higher 
order spherical aberration exists 1 h owever 1 these results are not di-
rectly connected with the work of this paper but will be of interest in the 
future work . 
3 
2) Present Situation 
A ccording to the recent Fourier methods , we can describe the re-
lationship between the intensity distribution function of the object 0 L) J ~ ) 
and of the image ~('.X.) ~) through the transfer function, where the object 
is assumed to be self- luminous o r incoherently illuminated. 
We have the following r elation 
(1. 1) 
-~><> 
where .A-(x-{; ~-)) is the spread function, the light intensity distribution 
in the image of a point source. We can define the image spectrum and 
object spectrum by the Fourier transform of .~ ( x1 J) and 0 ( 3, '{_) as 
follows 
' jf -~(W~'X-tc.J(Io ) 
}(W>t/AJJ) - --zlr ); (XJ~) e o{ ?( J_~ 
-1>0 
(1. 2) 
(1. 3) 
also we can describe the transfer function by the Fourier transform of 
the spread function as is well known 
(1. 4) 
_...., 
then we can get an important relation between these functions as follows 
4 
(1. 5) 
Then if the transfer function tcw,../Jo) is given we can calculate the 
intensity distribution function of image from the object. 
This r elation will be applied to the evaluation of each quality factor 
in the next chapter where they are defined in the terms of )..• ( i< J 0 ) and 
0(~,(-). 
5 
Chapter II 
Main Body of the Thesis 
In this section, three image quality factors given by L infoot 4 a n d 
another criterion called "Sharpness" suggested by Dr. E. L. O'Neill will 
be theoretically examined and interpreted. Then the location and the 
character of the best focus defined from the quality factor will be pre -
sented with the help of the transfer function calculated by G. P arrent. 
1) Quality Factors 
L infoot ' s three quality factors are called "Relative Structural Con-
tent," "Correlation Quality'' and "Image Fidelity" and each has a differ -
ent role depending upon the kind of object viewed. On the bas is of the 
definition of these three terms, one cannot expect, a priori, that their 
maxima will coincide. For example, if the object is a point source , we 
consider the image has high quality when it has a sharp peakiness . There-
fore we should apply a criterion which describes the peakiness of the im -
age. In other cases, we choose the quality factor most suitable for the 
problem at hand. 
a) Relative Structural Content 
Linfoot 's first criterion is "Relative Structural Content" and is 
defined by the following formula: 
T= ;._ :z._(_?<J ~) 
£:J .l.. ex .J '(t) 
(2. 1) 
where _,(,'(. :X 1 ~) stands for the light intensity distribution of the image and 
0 e-x, 'd-) stands for that of object. 
6 
7 
This criterion measures peakiness of the image, therefore this is 
applicable when the peakines s of the object has to be emphasized in the 
image. When T is near to 1, nearly all the detail in the object is repro -
duce d in the image . A goo d image for a point source object has to be as 
peaked as the object. Therefore, this criterion is convenient when one 
wants to wor k with a point source object as a star through a telescope. 
b) C orrelation Quality 
The second criterion of Linfoot is called "Correlation Quality." 
The definition is given by 
(2 . 2) 
This quality factor measures how well the image pattern correlates 
with the object pattern. It approaches its maximum when object and 
image distribution hav e high correlation. Therefore , this is convenient 
for random objects such as out-door scenes . 
c) Image Fidelity 
The last criterion by L infoot is Image Fidelity given by 
r = 1- 1 0 C 'X J ~ ) -A.' ( X .J 7f) J l 
. ' ftJ(v j ~)J (2. 3) 
This criterion, as we can see from the formula, indicates how faith-
ful the image is reproduced from the object, and this will be also unity 
for perfect reproduction. However we define another criterion called 
"Fidelity D efect•• by 
{ 0 (~ ./ c.a-) ·- A.' (')() '(1-) ('2 I - r - _c__--=======--r_ (2. 4) 
and this will be zero when the reproduction is perfect. This criterion 
is convenient for an isolated or random object. 
d) Sharpness Factor 
Besides these three Linfoot factors, we can introduce a new 
criterion called "Sharpness Factor" given by 
s (2. 5) 
S is a measure of the average slope in image space across edges 
with respect to the object distribution. This factor is being introduced 
to emphasize the importance of edges. From psycho-physical evidence, 
it is known that the edges are the regions of high- information density. 
Later we shall show the importance of the high frequency behavior of 
the transfer function in this regard. 
We can immediately see that the meaning of this criterion i s very 
much similar to that of L infoot' s first criterion T except that g rad of 
the function is replaced by the function itself in Linfoot's factor. 
Following the usage of Communication Theory, 6 and because of the 
fact that the data used is in terms of T_cw) , it will be convenient at this 
point to express 0 ( 'YJ ~) and ;cx_, d-) in terms of w instead of rectangular 
Cartesian coordinates. It can be shown then that the position of best focus 
depends on three things; the object spectrum given by if (~) , the optical 
OC' 
-7 
system given by l((_w) the transfer function and the use to which the sys tern 
is to be put described by the quality criterion. 
8 
E ach criterion for any object can then be written in terms of 't( 'Z1) 
and J ( "Z) as follows (see A ppendix I for derivations} . 
Oil 
)) rc ( w) ~ , ... J ~ ) d_Q 
9 
( f( -) J 2. T -) 
-""" (2. 6) 
f)O 
Q ':::: u\)0 ( ( w~ ~ u-c)\(~~ d .. t( ~( c- (f; cv ( 0_; d-n_ (2. 7} 
-VO 
(,'0 
-;) J?l ;) Jf_.o[ 1- 'r<<v) (~d..Q 
F .::-o ~ 
.2Q -T jj~l"~(tv3 J_rz_ (2. 8} 
-v-
JJ vo ~ [ -J li. --;> 
s 
~ c.J 't ( c....JJ uv(6....) d.JL 
~ 
Kl --) 
SJ w 2 .P .. ~( <.-..) cl-'L (2. 9) 
_,__ 
In the absence of experimental data and following the example of 0 . 
Shade7 and o thers, let us choose the case for objects with flat spectra , 
i . e., l -=- constnat. Since the data used in this thesis pertains to third 
order aber r ation on axis the trans fer function is rotationally symmetric, 
i.e., '( t {_(e) . The above relations will then take the following forms 
~ Dl w I 'l ( W) I 2 J w 
)vi <.u c1 UJ (2. 10) 
. I 
Q ~b lN <(. C w) dw ::::: t' w &. w (2. 11) 
F - ~Q- -, (2 . 8} 
s 
{o1 6.::> 'l \ f((w) \ 2~J c.u 
-
(DI 6..):5 J G0 (2. 12) 
We normalize these dividing by the values in the ideal case (no aberrations). 
;t 
.T Jol w I l'((w)/ 2 Jw 
= -- -
(2. 13) 
To S()' w 1 'Toe())) t \j w 
6 
Q L' w 't(w) &w 
=. 
Qo f (2. 14} L w tor VJ) clw 
-f - F 
2Q- T 2 ~ Q c- T .To 
-
t"-o ' 2 Q_o--1-o .1 Q<l --1 c;, (2. 15) 
I 
s L> W 3 ! It ( w) l 
2
c( w 
.A- =:: 
so fc> 1 CV '3 ( 'L ( w) l 2 cJ w (2. 16) 
We can see from these expressions that Q and F penalize spurious resolu-
tion whereas T and S do not since th e y contain 'l to th e second power . 
10 
2) Parrent's Data 
Now we are going to evaluate these image q uality factors for differ -
ent amounts of spherical aberration (third order only) on axis at several 
focal settings between the marginal and paraxial foci and find the loca -
tion and the character of the best focus. 
F ortunately, the necessary transfer functions for this work have 
been calculated by G. Parrent. He calculated the transfer function for 
optical systems with the following amounts of third order spherical 
aberration: o . oo .\, o. 2s >-- , o. so>.., o. 75\, 1. oo )\, 1. 2sA., 1. so>..., 
1. 75 A. , 2. 00 A., together with a focal shift from the paraxial region to 
the marginal region in steps of 0 . 1 and of 0 . 25. 
A typical result of his is shown in Figure 2-1 in which the amount 
of spherical aberration is chosen as one wave length. Five curves are 
plotted representing the transfer function at the paraxial focal plane 
(c=O). at the marginal plane (c =1. 00) and three positions between them 
(c=O. 25, 0. 50, 0 . 75) . 
The transfer function is normalized such that it has a maximum 
value of unity at W e q uals zero. The value of spatial fre quency is also 
normalized to be one at the point where the transfer function of the ideal 
case becomes zero (total absence of spherical aberration represents an 
ideal case). 
We can see from the diagram that the transfer function at c =O. 5 
is closest to that of ideal case of no aberration (dotted curve). The 
curves for paraxial and marginal foci are greatly deviated from the 
ideal case suggesting that the reproduction of the image at these planes 
will be poor . 
11 
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3) Method of P erforming Integration and Normalization 
T r:l F Normalized quality factors ( = T 
0 
Z = ~ f : 
and A • I have to be calculated by an approp~iate integ~:t(on meth:~. 
0 
The integration of the denominator of each factor can be performed ana-
lytically, since the transfer function in the absence of aberration is known 
( ~-1 w - t.u v I - C-Q' ) (2. 17) 
E ach calculation will be given in A ppendix II. 
Meanwhile the numerators will be calculated with the help of P ar -
r ent's data which are given numerically and the integrations have to be 
performed by a numerical method. 
Simpson's method is employed here and the calculation is done for 
each criterion. The results are normalize d by la) Q 0 J f f) and S c pre -
viously obtained. 
4) Results 
Results shown here refer to the four normalized quality factors T 1 
Q~ F 1 and S. Simpson's method was applied to P arrent ' s transfer func-
tions to evaluate numerically the quality factors assuming a flat object 
spectrum for several focal settings on axis in the presence of third order 
spherical aberration. 
The calculation was done for eight different amounts of spherical 
aberration from 1/4 to 2 wave lengths of visible light ( ~) in the steps 
of ~ and the relations between these four quality factors and focal set-
tings are plotted in three different types of diagrams. 
a) Type 1 
In the first type of diagram (Figures 2-2 1 2 - 5 1 2-8 1 2- 11 ) the 
various quality factors are plotted against axial distance away from the 
paraxial focus towards lens with A (the amount of third order spherical 
aberration wave length units) as a parameter. For any one curve the 
paraxial to marginal distance (the longitudinal spherical aberration) is 
given by 
14 
(2. 18) 
where F:# is the focal length divided by the diameter of the exit pupil 
-# 
For closer objects I should be replaced by for an object at infinity. 
I 
where !.2..~() 
{} is the angle made by the intersection of the marginal 
ray and the optical axis . 
The marginal points are taken on the negative side of the origin as-
suming the rays to pass from left to righ t. 
b) Type 2 
In the second type of diagram {Figures 2-3, 2-6, 2-9 , 2-12) 
these results are replotted in such a way that the mid-point of the par-
axial and marginal foci of each curve coincides with the origin; however 
the scales of each curve remain the same as in the previous plotting. 
Now, we can see the change of the location of best focus with respect 
to the focal setting in the actual scale . 
c) Type 3 
In the last type of diagram {Figures 2-4, 2-7, 2-10, 2 - 13) the 
marginal- paraxial focal distance is normalized so that the locations of 
the marginal foci are kept in the same position on the abscissa for dif-
ferent amounts of aberration as well as the position of paraxial foci. 
We can thereby read the relative focal shifts directly. 
Now we can see the relative change in the positions of best focus in-
stead of actual changes . 
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Chapter III 
Summary and Conclusions 
1) Comments on the Results 
In order to see the shift of the best focus from the mid-point, Fig -
ure 3 - 1 is plotted. The paraxial point is taken as the origin, as was 
done in Figures 2 -2 , 2 - 5, 2-8, 2-11 and the locations of marginal focus, 
and the best focus of each criterion on the axis is plotted with respect 
to the amount of spherical aberration. 
We can clearly see from this diagram that the best focus of each 
criterion is very close to the mid- point and the distance from the mid-
point does no t exce ed 5 per cent of the distance between paraxial and 
marginal foci . The best focus of Q is extremely close to the mid-point 
and its shift can be hardly read from the graph. The best focus ofF and 
S is on the marginal side of the plane, although F is closer than S to th e 
mid- point. On the other hand the best focus ofT alone is seen on the 
paraxial side with the shift of about 3 per cent for spherical aberration 
1. 75 which is about the same inS case . 
28 
2) Comparison with Previous Work 
This work is compared with Kuwabara•s 3 results which corresponds 
to Q in Figure 3-2. Figure 3-1 is replotted in the new type of diagram 
in which P M is normalized as in type 3 (Figures 2-4, 2-7, 2-10, 2-13). 
Kuwahara simply mentioned that the best focus falls midway between 
the paraxial and marginal foci for the region less than 2. 25 A, because 
he employed an approximation method in order to describe the intensity 
distribution in the presence of spherical aberration. He then derived 
his results based on the symmetry property which follows from the above 
approximation. However, the results obtained here show that each qua-
lity factor is not exactly symmetric about the mid -point but has a small 
deviation from the mid-point explaining the discontinuous jump in Figure 
3. 2. 
29 
The discussion would be more interesting for the region beyond 2. 25 )\ 
where Kuwahara gave an equation for the position of best focus. Since 
the data was not available , we cannot go into a detailed dis cuss ion here, 
but we can see small side humps starting to grow from both edges of the 
curves in Figur e 2-4. They are expected to be larger than the center 
hump for larger aberrations agreeing with Kuwahara 1 s formula. 
3) Future Work 
The work discussed in this paper has been treated by physical op-
tics, but they have been limited to the third order spherical aberrations 
on axis ranging from 0 to 2 A . 
We can extend this treatment to larger aberration ( A2 ~~) or 
higher order aberrations such as fifth order on or off axis and the effect 
of other kinds of aberrations as well as spherical aberration . 
The method applied to these higher conditions is essentially the same, 
but the calculations will be extremely complicated and they might req uire 
the use of large scale calculating machines. 
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A ppendix I 
1) Integration M ethods 
a) Relative Structura l Content 
T= =- t:,;7 PQ J Si ,t C x"~ (()of ·x/ ~ ~ / ~ o-o -::f ~5A o2(-x_.~ (f) c\ -xd ~ 
where A is the working field and 0 ex I ~) ::: 0 outside A 
lf; .... ·l t ~) and fooltJ {) are auto correlation functions defined by 
J ctcq) = ~;,. + Jj.; c..; ~I)..:()( 4- G i+'l) ct.< .to' 
~ 'to c~ "{)= ~"' * fS o c~ d) o c ~,_t; d+[H"' ot ~ 
A 
T can then b e writ ten in the following form 
T: ~A' ( 0.) l)) 
'foo ( o; o) 
A pplying the Wiener -Kintchine theorem to (a. 2} and (a. 3} 
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(a . 1} 
(a . 2) 
(a. 3} 
(a. 4) 
(a . 5} 
(a . 6) 
where g>,. is the energy density spectrum of the image and I is that of 
A I' OC. 
the object. 
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We can see from (a. 5) and (a. 6) that Cj J o.~c) and Cftc/ co) will take 
........ 
the following for ms: 
c.-o 
~,A.c o, oJ = 2-~ JL 4:/41) J .J2 
~ 
cp oc (OJ 0 ~ 2-~ )) _1-cr<)(~)) d .Q_ 
-vo 
from (a. 4) T will be 
1= 
~J.,c> 1-.,i~) d J"t 
-~ 
now we know (see ref. 6) that 
Substituting this to (a. 9) we have 
Jl: [ 1 c::J)] 2 1 r-;:; )cLJ2 
JJ 110 cl c-o ( Ltj c/.-Q. 
--vo 
(a. 7) 
(a. 8) 
(a . 9) 
(a . 10) 
(2 . 6) 
----'}) 
A ssuming the object has a flat spectrum 'J:0 Jtv) constant, and from 
rotational symmetry l[ ~ 'C< C7) , and let J ... Jl -=- c.....J (}. w d e 
t h en 
T= 
([r~ J~~c:((ud ~ 
(;<::> 
\\ 1-0 dtud{l 
--
(2 . 1 0) 
where 0..:> is n orm alized to unity at diffraction limit . 
b) C orrelation Quality Q 
A pplying the method for Q 
b 
= ,A--7(100> 
Now defining 
(a. 11 ) will then be 
Q_- Cf""'o (o 1 o) 
Too (OJ o) 
)...;..,._ -L 
A-;;<>= A 
In terms of the Fourier Transform 
where ::f' is cross energy density spectrum 
A.O 
from (a . 14) 
I SJ (.;>0- -) co ( ) = - 9:? . c (~:_)) cL.Q !_'c o.Jo ~,.- -vo "" 
from {a. 13) Q will be 
Q : 11: 1~'o(-z/) d .. IL 
JJ c.x::> .4-' .. ,c)( t:J)j ciS2. 
_...a 
It can also be shown that 
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(a.ll ) 
{a. 12) 
(a. 13) 
(a . 14) 
(a . 15) 
(a. 16) 
then 
-7 
c}. ( w)-= 
- ... 0 
- -) 
..4_oc ( <....-.) 
n_: 41:0(--;1) (c0 d..Q. 
jj .C> "(f ~) cA .n_ 
__.....,. cJC.. 
Q will be simplified under the same condition as T 
where ll w) =o and normalizing as before . 
-fov w)> \ 
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(a. 17) 
(2 . 7) 
(2 . ll ) 
; r 
37 
c) Image Fidelity F 
(o --<·)2 1-----
01. 
:> 1. o -o --t-
= 2 Q- T 
(2. 8) 
the n if we know two quality factor s , we can easily fin d the third. 
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d) Sharpness S 
s-
~ l 't-"'J-. ;._' c ')( ... ~ ) J (2 . 5) 
[ t-<=~..c9..... 0 (-x ... '}) J 2. 
l ~o( :. \ ~ := c r-Gl-4~ A') ( cr-o.d- ") ~ = ( ~ ~~ + r ~; ) 
( 
1 ()""' ...f "' C>-~..· "~< ( o,_' I v-{ -.r (c)-(, ) l a~·)'* 
x ~ ( ~) -L J q) ) ~ a-x_ ) \ ?>~) + ~ <> 0 
- I 0 ~· 1 \ d ~· I 2 
- 1 -x \ + . o~ I (a. 18) 
but 
f/0 - A' ( Wy.. '")<:. -f !.Nb 'If) J('>l_...~):o Ji~J(Gv')(>wtl)E cf.WxJ.tJ0 (a. 19) 
then 
--;> -) 
\ )J )<::> -,_'w · r \A -A..' W:;x ] -e -) - d.L.cJ a?<.
-vo 
] o~' (.,.0 ·~-:> 1 -..<w·"r :=- fJ - ,<, w(j e dw a-a 
-·= 
(a. 20) 
also 
(a . 21) 
(a.22) 
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-y d. WI 
Substituting (a. 20) and (a. 22) into (a. 18) we have 
'~ -) I~;')_= ~\~{ w~w: 1<~) Jic0 e"' (c../ - w) , 'f"' d J c~ ~I 
-UC' 
(a . 23) 
I 
If (a . 24) 
Substituting (a . 23) into (a. 24) we have 
()C:> 
~o._aA. ;_ !~== ~'::;'oO -j: JJ \_ fJSJ cw?<w/-+ wawc/" )](w) ]>f(Q') 
1"\ --..<::> 
l rv r. 
(a .2t) 
-rq r 
1 j _..'(w"'-w'><) 
- e 
o.-b 
_q 
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= ~ a. r ~(w:~)a_J L b l ~(w{~b] 
~ ---7 be c LJf -lJx.) a. b--7 l><> L ( w~~-w <t) 1 
== d (w/-cvx) s cwf- wd) -== d (wl.-w) (a. 26) 
then from (a. 25} 
c.>.;:, 
(~"""'-; J ~ = ~rJ (Ul.<<il/+ l.Jl! w~ )~(w) T\YJ) S (d----<.0) 
-«.>o 
since 
likewise 
)'.. J.c.J' c~J/ 
JVc::> / I T. :"\( 1---7 = f ( Wx W>C +Wy,) ...L( U)) I (w) C{ 0.) 
--t><=a 
l>c::> 
= J) (w,c:w/+w~w;) ll(w)) 2 ot-zf 
-0'0 
= 1](w"2+W~') ~-;:(~ Jlf 
-t..o 
(a. 27} 
(a. 10) 
(a.28) 
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eo 
S = l '}~s>-.oC~ C ')(_, '(1-) J ~ == ]vc> (.j 1 I '( { ~J/1.. L ( ZJ)) c{jt_ 
I..>C> I~ oc~t.,<DJ'" fJ w"2 1u-vcw3 d-12_ 
-<-<> 
(2. 9) 
S will be simplified under the same condition as T and Q 
L(;J"'~.:-P [ 'r( ;;{) J "(_o( {A) 
J ()(,.)'> w] cJ w 
(2. 12) 
·-c... 
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2) Normalization 
If the object has a flat spectrum, we can write the Relative Structural 
Content T by the following simple form as was mentioned in ( I ) 
(2. 10) 
It is clear from the definition and the property of transfer functions 
that T will b e a maximum for the ideal case of no spherical aberration. 
A nd we usually normalize any given Relative S tructural Content T by taking 
a ratio : 
T 
l e (2.13) 
where Tc. is magnitude of Relative S t r uctural Content with no sph erical 
aber ration. 
We can calculate To analytically, since 1oC l..:>) in the ideal case of 
no spherical aberr ation has been known as 
4Y V I-w"l ) (2. 1 7) 
For different amounts of spherical a b erration and focal setting, we can 
calculate the quality factor numerically using Parrent's data on transfer 
functions. A nd we can get normalized " Relative Structural Content" for 
various conditions . 
For other quality factors, we can employ the same method to find the 
4 2b 
normalized value, as far as the trans fer function is known. The calculations 
for finding T, Q , F and S for ideal cases of no spherical aberration are given 
in A ppendix II . 
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Appendix II 
Analytical calculation of each quality factor in the ideal case with 
no spherical aberration is presented here . 
For the rotationally symmetric case, each quality factor will be 
written in the form: 
(b. 1) 
(b. 2) 
2.Q - T 0 c (b. 3) 
{ I 2. 
j D <..0
3 l 'reC W.) \ Jw (b. 4) 
where t.J is the normalized spatial frequency the normalizing constant 
being W c the diffraction limit. 
T" : 
L;;r w ::: 4'<- & 
lY 2 4 '"1 
l o ( w ) = --rr 2. r e - Y.~ e v 1 - ~ ~ e ) 
4 +-rr). 
_II 
(X ~ J c..~ s e jLA./v- ...> e de 
I cJ 
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(2. 17} 
7r 
I I = ft f.~ J 2.~ J. c) d._ ~ ~ [ 2_ o( ~ J_ + 2_ CAR o< 
- oZ ~ ~~ C>( ]~ - * ( -4-+ 11 7 ) 
l- = __ I lT.2 I 4 -t 17 
ft(_r 1_& =d... 
] ::. _j_ ( rrd._ ~ ::2.o/. J. ol_ ~ 16 J (I 
II 
C.-<.'<. ~ cl. J - ·-' ~ -- I 6 
c.) 
hl ~&=o!. 
13 ~ -& s:~, 3 oi dol = -f&- [-<-= d + ~ c_,,.,/ o( 1-:-
therefore 
I 
12. 
~ .31\2 
- 0,(1 5"'""]4-s-2 &' (b. 5) 
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w w = C-62.- e-
'Co ( w) = ~ ( e- . C..<-~ (;} ~ e) 
~ (% 
= IL ) o ( 8- - c.. c-.... t-1 . .<k.:.___ e) ~ e ~ & d e 
'Yi (Vz 
== : L e- c.-<.:< e ~ t7 Je - ~ tca.l er ~,.2(:1 J e 
I = I 
I, 
~ j e~e~ecle 
/'> 
..__ ______ J 
~ ~-fie ~2ede 
0 
-1/S_ - '}{ 
1 [ e ·J r L 1 • J .::: 2 - 2 c..~":<_ 2 e + 2 -:q ~ ::L e 
IC 
8 
u D 
- ._1_ 
g ·- v. ( :;1_ [; 
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(b. 6) 
47 
(b . 7) 
l, I~ 
f1{ . J ' de] + ~ e C-eA- e 
0 
I.J 
L= J;Jl' 2 • 3 ds f3 ~ e C-<.-<- e 
() 
= ~ J ~ e ,_ ~ e c C-r.>_ 3 e + 3 "-=- e ) cl e-
:> 
-%. 
=--.k J. ( e"-~ e ca>.5tJ -t- 3 tJ 2_~ tJ <-<R e) cl 8 
=+ ~~[tl ~._L±~4et---J:~ (-2~)l-+ ftt~~de 
=f j%~ ~4ed~+ (-f+..d.) (~"'-~2-.e dtt-
o ~ 1 
"" e2 J-~ ~ t t ~ t ~ 4 & + ; 3 Cc:;_ 4- (} - T c.a. 4- $ o 
-+--4- f 2 6 ~-u.-& + l Ul2 2..e - e-~ ~ 2_eJ %-
4 ~ ~ 2 0 
- 3 1f 2 __ 1 
\.2'8 8 
~ Il. = t e- ~.2~ '-<.'2- 4 t:r d 9-
~ 2 & C-o 4ff- .:::: ( ~ tt <---<-<:2._ -tt-j ·2.. Lrl2- e-
.::::_\7~2.3 (). +-~ 2.f}-- C..C"2- 4-t:r + ~ <.6-) 
~=-tr [ J!-G-~23~de 
A 
If{ 
+ l ttUR2.tJ-d-8 
() ,. _____ _.. 
13> 
';{ -
+ ~ g_~ze-dej 
; b 
·%' L e- C.C.r<. 49 d& 
48 
A = [Ji- I} ~6 (} - C-(.'2 £g. J f,_ -rr-+ _I ~ /2. ~)l~ D \G ]/, 
8 ~ ti "-= 2 t1 +~ g .4-{,.,- 2-e J: ~ -+ 
L= ttrGR-4!1+-tG~4-il]~"" o 
]) ::: l e~ _ (). ~Li} _ c...o:;L2.{) ]"%::: "1\L +-_L 
l<t- 4 8- {) t~ "4 
L=-11 (A+l)-C'_+"D)=-h-tf- ~) 
-% I 3 := ~" ~ s s C-</Z- -' -e J (l 
- I ;0-+lt8c.=4~]~--r ~ ~~?tJ ~~de 
I~" 
J 1: = ( ~ 4& Cd>-'2e ]"%+ ~ r~"'~ Je Cc:z.$- J..fJ 
l 6 6 ~ Jo 
L------:------1 r;/ 
49 
50 
' [ I 3 ) I t 11 2 .L ) I J ~ _j_ _ ( _ 1[ 2_ 4 _ _ __I _ _ + -. lT < 32 4 8 ~ '1 .2.4 
I <. 
--- -
::: o.oo~7s (b . 8) 
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ABSTRACT 
The location and the character of the best focus on axis by an optical 
system with a nominal amount of third order spherical aberration is theo-
retically discussed in this paper . 
In order to describe the physical status of the image, three criteria 
Relative Structural Content , Correlation Quality and Image Fidelity de-
fined by Linfoo t and another factor called Sharpness are utilized. The 
"best" focus is then defined in terms of the maximum value of these cri-
teria . E ach criter ion plays a different role depending upon the structure 
of the object. 
These factors are calculated by Simpson's method from the transfer 
function previously given by G . Parrent for the various focal setting be -
tween marginal and paraxial foci and for different amounts of aberra-
tion. 
A ssuming a flat object spectrum the computations indicate that for 
>-
small aber r ations ( fl <4- ) the best focus lies midway between the mar-
gina! and par axial foci irrespective of the quality criterion. For large 
aberrations (A) 2 .A ) the best focus deviates slightly from the mid 
focus, and the deviation depends upon the particular criterion. 
These r esults are c o mpared with other studies in the last section. 
In particular, the result concerning Correlation Quality is compared 
with the w ork done by Kuwahara. 
